Bioactive analogues and drug delivery systems of vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) for the treatment of asthma/COPD.
Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) is one of the major peptide transmitters in the central and peripheral nervous systems, being involved in a wide range of biological functions. In an airway system where VIP-immunoreactive nerve fibers are present, VIP acts as neurotransmitter or neuromodulator of the inhibitory non-adrenergic and non-cholinergic airway nervous system and influences many aspects of pulmonary biology. A clinical application of VIP has been believed to offer potential benefits in the treatment of chronic inflammatory lung diseases such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), however, its clinical application has been limited in the past for a number of reasons, including its extremely short plasma half-life after intravenous administration and difficulty in administration routes. The development of long-acting VIP analogues, in combination with appropriate drug delivery systems, may provide clinically useful agents for the treatment of asthma/COPD. In this review, development of efficacious VIP derivatives, drug delivery systems designed for VIPs and the potential application for asthma/COPD are discussed. We also include original data from our chemical modification experiments and formulation studies, which led to successful development of [R(15, 20, 21), L(17)]-VIP-GRR (IK312532), a potent VIP analogue, and a VIPs-based dry powder inhaler system.